FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Amina Offering Seminar at Tech X Design Presented by CEDIA
Huntingdon, UK October 1st, 2020 – Amina (aminasound.com), the leader in high-performance invisible
sound, has announced that they are participating in the Tech X Design virtual event on October 6th. The
seminar offered by Amina will address best practices for specifying invisible loudspeakers both for new
construction and retrofit applications. The ‘Understanding and Specifying Invisible Sound Solutions’
presentation will take place on October 6th at 11:15 AM BST. REGISTER HERE
‘Understanding and Specifying Invisible Sound Solutions’
Presented by Amina, this seminar explores the options available to architects and interior designers
seeking to include premium entertainment solutions within their projects. Advanced invisible
loudspeaker technologies such as the Edge and Mobius product lines from Amina are capable of
delivering superior quality audio playback for numerous applications with zero visual intrusion into the
look and feel of the space. Invisible loudspeakers are ideal for modern minimalist or historic properties
in both residential and commercial markets, and represent an important opportunity to satisfy
discerning clients with a beautiful, high-performance solution. Amina’s Invisible speakers can be
installed within sheetrock, plaster or millwork, and finished with a host of materials such as stucco,
plaster, natural and man-made veneers such as laminate, wood, leather, sheet slate or even concrete.
Topics to be covered include:
 What is Distributed Mode Loudspeaker technology (DML)
 Acoustical and aesthetic benefits of DML technology
 Integration of invisible sound solutions into new properties
 Integration of invisible sound solutions into historic properties
 Examples of residential and commercial applications
TECH X DESIGN presented by CEDIA is a free multi-association approved virtual event for the design
community. This global education summit will feature a full schedule of CEU/CPD courses and panel
sessions that will focus on technology and its impact on the design community.
DOWNLOAD IMAGES HERE
ACCESS CONCEPTUAL ANIMATION HERE
About Amina Technologies:
Amina Technologies designs and manufactures the world’s finest invisible loudspeakers for use in luxury residential, marine and
commercial applications. Amina’s advanced designs have enabled architects, designers and A/V installers to seamlessly
integrate superior loudspeakers into any wall, ceiling or flat decorative panel with zero visual impact, creating the ultimate
immersive entertainment experience. aminasound.com
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